Keywords List

The following key words can be extremely effective in pro-active policing. If you have any improvements, corrections or additions, please let us know. Some of the words below are shown in groups for simplicity, but may not be directly related. Those we've had particular success with have been highlighted. Our thanks to Arman Refugee Asylum group for the new human trafficking words.

**WEAPONS**
- 2 piece
- 40, 40cal
- 45cal
- 380
- 357
- 9mm
- 9piece
- nine, nina
- Mac 10, mac10, mack10
- Ak47
- AR15
- ARpistol
- Tech9, tek9, tek 9
- 12 gauge
- KG9
- m4
- 260rem
- SR9
- 44
- Glock
- Pistol
- Rifle
- Shotgun
- Bullet(s)
- Carbine
- Clap
- Luger
- Magnum
- Remington
- Ruger
- Semiauto
- Semi
- smallarms
- smithandwesson
- sniper
- piece
- strapped up
- pump
- biscuit
- 4 pounda
- Desert eagle
- Firearm(s)
- firepower
- Gun(s)
- gunporn
- guncontrol
- gunstagram
- handgun
- instagun
- igmilitia
- secondamendment

**GANGS**
- Gang
- Cartel
- gangsta
- playa(z)
- Boyz
- da boyz
- da streets(z) fight
- beat
- hot boy
- jumped
- knock out
- lick(s)
- makin moves
- meeting
- mpd(k)
- on da 4 (or 5)
- peelie
- pille
- gangsta
- thug
- Snitch
- RIP
- cutthroat
- busta cap
- Bangin
- beatdown
- beefin
- boyz
- bussin
- bust
- bustin
- CEO
- choppa
- chopper

**NARCOTICS**
- 420
- 710
- Cannabis
- cannabutter
- ganja
- weed
- kush
- joint
- bud
- blaze(d)
- blunt
- bong
- chronic
- dab
- dank
- drugs
- flickmybic
- smoke
- green
- goldcaps
- hash
- herb
- hightimes
- indica
- jetlife
- marijuana
- mary jane
- oil
- pipe
- plant
- pot
- purple
- sativa
- shatter
- strain
- toke
- wakeandbake
- wax
- weedporn
- weedstagram
- mac
- buda
- shwag
- mola
- dodo
- green
- fire
- water
- blunutos
- dro
- sticky
- Acid
- CID
- Ecstasy
- Molly
- Fentanyl
- Krokodil
- LSD
- MDMA
- meth
- Amphetamine
- Oxy
- pills
- Xanax
- roll
- Adderall
- addy
- Codeine
- Lean
- Honeycomb
- Mushrooms
- Shrooms
- Special K
- Vivicin
- Bake(d)
- Stoner
- Stoned
- High
- Blow
- Dope
- Smack
- Coke
- Cocaine
- Cheese
- Crack
- Crystal
- Ice
- Yay
- Yao
- Dealer
- Money
- Growop
- Dime
- Dimebag
- dimesack
- sawbuck
- nickel
- nickelsack
- elbow
- dub
- quarter
- eightball

**POLICE EVASION & CRIMES AGAINST POLICE**
- Cops
- Feds
- Popo
- Police
- heat
- crownvic
- fiveoh
- officer
- po-po
- S-0
- 187 (muder)
- jakes
- Fuckthepolice
- fuck12
- Fuckthesystem
- Policebrutality
- Cantholdusdown
- Amerikka
- Dissent

**EXHIBIT A**
SELF-HARM, CYBERBULLYING, SUICIDE
Abuse
Alone
Bully
Bullied
Bullying
Crying
Depressed
Selfhate
Selfharm
Self-injury
DIE
emo
Forgotten
Hate
Help
Hurt
Kill
KILME
Lonely
misunderstood
Pain
Suffer
Ugly
Unheard
Unloved
Unseen
Unworthy
Anorexia
Ana
Starving
Bulimia
Mia
Binge
Purge
Starve
Blades
Cutting
Cut
Cutter
deeplcuts
Burn
Overdose
Pill
scars
schiz
shame
Suicide
Suicidal
scabs
trigger warnsing
trigger
tw
cat
Secret Society
secret society123

YOUTH / SEXTING / CHILD LURING
IWSN (I want sex now)
GNOC (get naked on camera)
NIFOC (naked in front of camera)

CU46 (see you for sex)
53X (sex)
1174 (party meeting place)
THOT (that hoe over there)
Sugar's (erotic photo)
(L)MIRL (lets meet in real life)
PRON (porn)
8 (oral sex)
IPN (in posting naked)
LH6 (lets have sex)
GYPO (get your pants off)
PIR (parent in room)
9 (parent watching)
99 (parent gone)
POS (parent over shoulder)
CD9 (parent around, code 9)
KPC (keeping parents clueless)

PROPERTY CRIMES
Borrow
Gank
Cheat
Free
Grab
Jack
Lift
Nick
Plifer
Pinch
Rob
Snatch
Steal
stole(r)
theft
thief

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
(new and relatively untested)
Baller
bitch(es)
bottom bitc
brother
bunny ranch
cunt
escort
fuck4cash
hoes
pussy
skank
sleeper leaper
slut
sprankles
tramp
titty
trick
trix
turnin tricks
whore

Lolita
wife in law
Hooker
Hookerbait
hooker baiting
hooker barbie
hooker bing
hooker booker
hooker berrated
hookerbeast
hooker bopping
hooker boppers
hookerbelle
hookerbot
Boss
Bosslife
John
King
king pimp
king pin
lot lizard
pimp(s)
pimp hand
pimpin
pimping
pimpin master
Mattress maiden
money whore
pavement princess
porn
porn acting
porn addict(ion)
porn again
porn star
pornbe
pornacopia
pornagnize
pornographer
pomo
prostitot
prostitot
cindt
prostitute
webcam

MIKE BROWN RELATED
Mikebrown
justicformike
rimikebrown
mikebrowncampaign
iammikebrown
Nojusticenopeace
Blacklivesmatter
Weorganize
Riot
boycott
rebel
Revolution
purge
burnbabyburn
Dontshoot

EXHIBIT A